NOTES:

ANVIL ASSEMBLY 123956 CONSISTS OF:
ANVIL HOLDER ASSEMBLY 123955 AND
ANVIL INSERT 119375

2 ANVIL HOLDER ASSEMBLY 123955 CONSISTS OF:
ANVIL HOLDER 123954, (NOT AVAILABLE SEPARATELY),
RETAINER 120738.

---

MATERIAL: SPEC: TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
HARDNESS: SPEC: XX, XXX
HEAT TREAT: SPEC: INT. COR. RADII
SURF. TREAT: SPEC: SURFACE FINISH NOT TO EXCEED
IDENTIFICATION PER SPEC 42-311: ★ CHEMICAL ETCH
SURFACES TO BE Ø, /, Φ, ±, & WITHIN T.I.R.

123956 ANVIL ASSEMBLY

124044 UNITIZED JAWS

124043 COLLET

---

REV: DESCRIPTION DATE
A RELEASE

---

FAC. 99-2700